ABSTRACT

From March 29, 2038, to April 6, 2038, the world observed the North American Blackout of 2038. The blackout left upwards of 300 million people without power, ravaged the world economy, and devastated the global internet. By many accounts, it was the most devastating blackout ever witnessed. That said, its occurrence should not be surprising. While pundits harp on the technical sophistication of the adversary, debate the merits of a kinetic response, and politicize the blackout, the sad reality is that we have, for years, known we were susceptible to such an event. Moreover, we have had the requisite knowledge and tools to avert the blackout, but failed to use them. Plenty has been written on the wide-reaching societal effects of the blackout; our focus will be on the blackout itself.

The Blackout of 2038 had two major phases. In the first phase, an active adversary exploited a vulnerability in the implementation of the Wireless Access in SCADA Environment (WASE) protocol suite that supports the grid. Grid operators acted swiftly and switched to a fallback system to restore power. Unfortunately, the adversary then subverted the fallback system by exploiting a well-known vulnerability in DNP3, a popular industrial control system protocol. The led to the second blackout. Eventually, a patched implementation of the WASE protocol suite was developed and deployed, which restored power.

In hindsight, this blackout stemmed from two erroneous assumptions. First, immediately following the Texas Brownout of 2020, academics, industry professionals, regulators, and other stakeholders advocated for the adoption of a protocol that was formally verified to protect against race conditions (i.e., the cause of the brownout). However, it was wrong to equate formal verification with perfect security; we should have heeded the adage from Donald Knuth, “[b]eware of bugs in the above code; I have only proved it correct, not tried it.” Second, we wrongly assumed a known-to-be-secure fallback system would be an adequate stopgap until the primary system was back online.

This paper serves as a postmortem to the North American Blackout of 2038. We analyze how the failures came to pass and the assumptions that underlie them. Moreover, we offer a complete and simple solution to prevent these conditions from ever arising again: the adoption of Language-theoretic Security (LangSec) principles. To this end, we provide and evaluate a preliminary implementation of a LangSec parser for the WASE Short Message Protocol format (WSMP). Additionally, we urge lawmakers and regulatory agencies to mandate the verification of fallback protocols.
American Blackout of 2038. An attacker penetrated the grid network, compromised devices within it, and shut down the grid for more than a week. Effectively, society came to a complete halt.

The most alarming part of this attack is that it succeeded despite efforts spanning several decades to protect the grid. Preceding the Texas Brownout of 2020, there were four nascent movements to modernize the power grid. These involved: making the power grid more robust and reliable by utilizing formal methods to prove race conditions would not occur; integrating the interconnections; making the power grid "smarter" and reconfigurable by adding an assortment of wireless devices; and adopting an efficient, blockchain-based, wireless protocol for convenient, efficient, and secure communication between new devices and old components of the power grid. Historically, updates to the power grid have been slow due to its reliance on legacy devices that cannot be gracefully replaced at low cost. However, the brownout served as a watershed moment for the power grid, providing both the opportunity and impetus to realize the objectives advocated by these movements [8].

Between 2020 and 2022, academics in collaboration with industry professionals developed the Wireless Access in SCADA Environment (WASE) protocol suite, which was formally verified to not exhibit race conditions. Simultaneously, the allure of more reliability and lower costs led to a tighter coupling of the interconnections covering the contiguous United States and portions of Canada, as well as the deployment of a number of new, wireless devices. Finally, after a rigorous testing phase, North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and other regulatory bodies mandated the adoption of WASE in 2024 [34]. True enough, a protocol of suits were maintained as backups (e.g., DNP3, Modbus, and IEC 61850), but the transition into WASE was final. Notably, this transition was also swift given the heightened enforcement abilities of NERC, which had, in 2019, gained a serious (and controversial) amount of power within it, and shut down the grid for more than a week. Effectively, society came to a complete halt.

While we did not observe any major issues with the smart grid between 2024 and 2038, the move to a formally-verified protocol like WASE turned out to be only a partial solution to grid security. Race conditions had been removed from the threat landscape, but many other problems remained, most notably a lack of input sanitization that allowed an attacker to exploit vulnerabilities in WASE via maliciously-crafted input. This oversight led directly to the North American Blackout of 2038.

Beginning on January 19, 2038, an active adversary launched an attack on the power grid, which involved infiltrating the IT and OT networks of a utility company and compromising three-quarters of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) masters using a zero-day exploit, the Ping of Darkness, to subvert WASE and bring down the smart grid. Immediately following this attack, grid operators initiated the fallback system; however, the adversary immediately exploited vulnerabilities in DNP3 to bring down the fallback system as well. Although grid operators eventually restored power, the blackout highlighted the reality that the power grid was not nearly as secure as we had earlier thought.

Despite the size and scale of the incident, fixing the flaw was surprisingly simple: by verifying the advertised length of a WASE ping message against the actual size of the message, we could have blocked the Ping of Darkness and prevented the attacker from gaining control of the SCADA masters. To mitigate this vulnerability and others like it, we need to examine the specifications and implementations of our SCADA protocols, as well as ensure that any message accepted by a SCADA device is verified for correctness and is properly formatted. This idea, known as Language-theoretic Security [46, 54] or LangSec, must also be applied retroactively to protocols used within the grid’s fallback system to ensure their resiliency.

This paper provides the following contributions:

- We document previous power failures and explain how they provided the impetus for the development of the modern smart grid.
- We provide a detailed explanation of the Blackout of 2038.
- We retrospect on the blackout and examine the school of thought that led us to wrongly believe we were secure.
- We argue that LangSec and the adoption of reliable fallback systems are core to securing the power grid.
- We present and evaluate a preliminary implementation of a LangSec parser for the WASE Short Message Protocol format (WSMP).
- We make policy recommendations to improve grid resiliency.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we provide a brief history of the grid over the last two decades, touching on notable power failures and changes within the grid. In Section 3, we give an overview of the blackout itself. In Section 4, we reflect and offer solutions moving forward. Finally, we conclude our analysis in Section 5.
2 THE EVOLUTION OF THE MODERN POWER GRID

In this section, we look back on recent examples of power failures and infrastructure changes that led to the modern grid. We show how race conditions, malicious actors, and unverified assumptions have resulted in power failures in the past. We discuss how these events led to a stronger push to adopt formal verification as a means of hardening the grid.

2.1 The Northeast Blackout of 2003

The Northeast Blackout of 2003 was the most widespread blackout in North America before 2038. It affected over 50 million people across seven states in the Northeastern and Midwestern parts of the United States, as well as the province of Ontario in Canada [10].

A joint task force between United States and Canada found the blackout to be caused by “deficiencies in specific practices, equipment, and human decisions by various organizations” [28]. It also found that operator training was inadequate, that there was a failure to coordinate bulk power moves across the grid, and that the systems that needed to identify failing and/or emergency conditions needed to be more robust [28, Chapter 10]. These deficiencies caused a cascade of power plants tripping off-line from Thursday, August 14, 2003, at 4:00 PM, until 4:13 PM EDT [27].

Behind these failings, however, was a simple race-condition bug. This particular bug impacted the Energy Management System (EMS) owned by FirstEnergy in Akron, Ohio. The events unfolded as follows.

As the day of the blackout went on, alarms were stalled for over one hour, depriving operators of knowledge that showed some generation facilities and several 345 kV transmission lines had dropped off-line. FirstEnergy’s grid was going dangerously under voltage.

Additionally, the state estimator at Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) had telemetry issues that morning which triggered a reboot—however, the monitoring portion of the system did not come back online, causing the state estimator to miss the failures happening at FirstEnergy.

Once FirstEnergy’s primary EMS crashed, all applications were transferred to the “hot-standby” backup system. This system began processing, but the alarm application remained in a stalled state, causing the backup system to fail thirteen minutes later [28, page 54]. On top of this, even though other utilities were calling FirstEnergy operators directly with possible line overloads, operators at FirstEnergy did not act on these calls because no alarms were signaled by the EMS. As the voltage sag deepened, more operators throughout the grid tried to rebalance or disconnect, causing 508 generating units at 265 power plants to drop offline. When FirstEnergy operators finally realized the EMS issues, the damage had been done. Most of the area was without power for around one day, though though some pockets were without power for three days.

The blackout’s primary cause was a voltage collapse in Ohio, but the race condition was the underlying flaw masking these abnormal conditions. Specifically, the GE XA/21 EMS had a subtle bug in its alarm and event processing routines. According to Mike Unum, manager of commercial solutions at GE Energy: “There [were] a couple of processes that were in contention for a common data structure, and through a software coding error in one of the application processes, they were both able to get write access to a data structure at the same time... and that corruption led to the alarm event application getting into an infinite loop and spinning.” [50] This failure kept the FirstEnergy operators from being alerted to the loss of the 345 kV transmission lines as the EMS signaled normal conditions.

What is more, the bug would have been incredibly difficult to identify a priori. It took weeks for GE to find the fault even after the outage. GE sent patches to every utility with an XA/21. GE’s Unum said, “We test exhaustively, we test with third parties, and we had in excess of three million online operational hours in which nothing had ever exercised that bug. I’m not sure that more testing would have revealed that. Unfortunately, that’s kind of the nature of software... you may never find the problem. I don’t think that’s unique to control systems or any particular vendor software.” [50]

Some recommendations from the task force involved creating a new set of reliability measurements to hold the utilities accountable. Most of the recommendations, however, involved cybersecurity standards to keep potential attackers out rather than to improve overall software reliability [28, ch. 9-10].

2.2 The Ukraine Attacks of 2015 & 2016

The first successful cyberattack on a power grid occurred in Ukraine on December 23, 2015, affecting three power generation companies and about 225,000 customers [60].

The outages began when hackers entered a power distribution company’s computer and SCADA systems. Starting at approximately 3:35 PM local time, seven 110 kV and twenty-three 35 kV substations were disconnected for three hours. Local news indicated that the attack impacted additional portions of the distribution grid and forced operators to switch to manual mode as the command...
and control systems were infected with a virus [24]. Since manual control was available, most people were without power for a maximum of six hours.

In fact, the attack started several months earlier [47] when hackers used spear-fishing emails with BlackEnergy 3 [57] malware embedded in Microsoft Office documents. The emails were targeted at the grid’s corporate network, particularly the command and control IT systems [29]. Once a foothold was established, attackers worked their way through the IT network, collecting VPN credentials and escalating their privileges.

At this point, the attackers were able to identify particular VPNs and other connections to the operational technology (OT) network. From IT into OT, attackers identified types of systems and hardware available as attack vectors.

Upon launching a multi-faceted attack on the OT systems, attackers accomplished the following [48]:

- Take ownership of the SCADA control system and switch substations off remotely by opening and closing the breakers. Grid operators were helpless as attackers overrode all human–machine interface systems.
- Destroy or disable IT infrastructure (e.g., remote terminal units, modems, and Ethernet to serial devices) by overwriting firmware.
- Destroy control system workstations and servers by erasing master boot records with the KillDisk malware.
- Begin a denial-of-service attack on the power company callcenters to prevent customers from getting information or reporting outages.

This attack had much in common with a false data injection attack, where an adversary corrupts the power system by injecting false data into metering operations in a controlled way. Examples would be attacking the grid state estimator [44] or attacking energy distribution by corrupting the data to/from smart meters [43]. These attacks assume the infiltrators understand the power system’s features in high- and low-level detail (e.g., network topology and the command and control infrastructure), allowing them to manipulate key measurements and controls.

The Ukraine attackers certainly possessed these abilities. The SANS report confirmed this [21]: “the strongest capability of the attackers was not in their choice of tools or in their expertise, but in their capability to perform long-term reconnaissance operations required to learn the environment and execute a highly-synchronized, multistage, multisite attack.”

### 2.3 The Texas Brownout of 2020

In 2009, plans were unveiled for the Tres Amigas Superstation (TAS) [6] to unify the power grid in the continental United States by connecting the Eastern, Western, and Texas Interconnections. The United States had never before managed a grid this large, and the physical constraints of reactive power led to unforeseen consequences. In particular, a brownout reminiscent of the Northeast Blackout of 2003 occurred in 2020. But first, a brief infrastructural background will be necessary.

As electrical requirements on any grid increase, the amount of reactive power needed to maintain proper voltage increases. Real power moves further in lines than reactive power, so the further power moves over transmission lines, the more reactive power is consumed. If reactive power supply cannot meet the need, a voltage drop will occur [35].

As PJM, a regional transmission organization and part of the Eastern Interconnection, discovered several years earlier, increasing the coverage footprint requires implementation of additional Transfer Interfaces to measure power flows across select high voltage lines [17]. This equipment is used to ensure proper levels of reactive power. Local generation is utilized as needed to maintain the necessary voltage levels.

Several months after the TAS was completed, the Texas Interconnection experienced a brownout from 3:42 PM until 4:18 PM Central Time on June 11, 2020. The event was caused by several Transfer Interface processes on the Texas Interconnection side of the TAS writing to a common data structure simultaneously. As a result of the ensuing race condition, the voltage flowing from the Eastern and Western Interconnection was never supplemented by local generation and did not have enough reactive power. All stations down the line in the Texas interconnection suffered voltage collapse.

The event ended after half an hour when local generation spun up to compensate. The bug was discovered and stopgaps were put in place to prevent recurring brownouts while the bug was fixed. This was the second race-condition bug in recent memory to result in a significant power disruption in North America, and it led to a strong push for formal verification.

### 2.4 The Push for Formal Verification

The value of formal methods is not a new concept, as the now-ironic statement from a 2016 NSF workshop report propounds: “Formal methods are the only reliable way to achieve security and privacy in computer systems” [9]. Unfortunately, and perhaps unsurprisingly—“It is [surely] axiomatic that the more secure one wants a system to be the more money one must be willing to pay”—it took an event like the Texas Brownout of 2020 to finally push our country in the right direction and utilize these methods.

The process of formal methods involves using mathematical analysis to assess the state of a system. The idea works like this: if we can describe a system in mathematical terms, then we will be able to manipulate those terms to prove or disprove properties of the system [9]. The value here comes from formal verification: if the system is verified, then we have proved it correct, and we will have a guarantee that it resists all possible attacks under the model.

Functionally, formal methods are broken into three parts [62]. First, a formal specification is created which outlines the properties of the system. For example, a non-root user cannot access root-level files. Second, a model of the system is produced. This may be a finite state machine or a syntactic local expression. Finally, the formal specification is proved. Likely, the proof would involve logical methods (e.g., Boolean logic, propositional logic, first-order logic) and is typically solved by an automated computer program. We may either work through all states and check the specification in each one (model checking) or walk through the logical theorem and check the end results (theorem proving) [55]. Once the third step is complete, we will have proven or disproven certain properties of the specification.
But this workflow also points out a notable flaw in formal verification. The verification’s accuracy hinges on the specification’s description of the system. Stated otherwise, the specification may be proven correct, but that does not matter if the specification does not accurately describe real-world conditions.

To overcome this hurdle, work on type-safe functional languages has been developed. For a simple example, consider ACL2, a programming language with a logic built in [38]. Imagine a programmer wanted to build a program in ACL2 which multiplies “x” with “y” to produce “z”. This could be accomplished with the language itself; importantly, however, ACL2 may also be used to verify that multiplying any two natural numbers will execute correctly—a provably correct statement about an infinite number of test cases [39]. A more complex example comes from Charguéraud and Pottier’s work on verifying the Union-Find algorithm with a modular OCaml library [7].

Academics have studied ways formal verification can be used to address and avoid race conditions, as well as deadlocks in code [4, 22], and have pushed for the inclusion of tools that do precisely this in the context of securing critical infrastructure. The code written needs to be annotated with certain keywords, and the resultant binary simulates all possible outcomes of the program, ensuring there are no conditions that violate the assertions annotated in the program. These tools check to see which locks are acquired and which critical sections they protect. Formal verification can also detect whether shared accesses to memory is dangerous and nudge the developer toward solutions.

Prior to the Texas Brownout of 2020, the value of formal methods was well-acknowledged in academia, but received little attention elsewhere. Following the brownout, formal methods received more attention in the smart grid industry. NERC set up a committee to design a standard for a new suite of protocols. The proposed WASE protocol suite would be resilient to race conditions, easier to use, and primarily wireless.

2.5 The WASE Protocol Suite

Following the 2020 brownout, NERC pushed for the Wireless Access in SCADA Environment (WASE) protocol suite [30]. The smart grid industry took a cue from the automotive industry, which had embraced Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) protocol for vehicle-to-vehicle communications.

The WASE protocol suite provided a number of technological advances in that it:

- Uses blockchain for distributed consensus among SCADA masters.
- Uses wireless communication between SCADA masters and outstations, as well as consumer devices like cars and unmanned aerial vehicles.
- Uses NERC-sanctioned implementations of WASE within utilities to ensure uniformity. These implementations were formally verified to guarantee the absence of race conditions.

The WASE standard makes use of two different bandwidths for intra-substation and inter-substation communications. Inter-substation communications are long range, usually over hundreds of miles. The techniques eventually adopted in WASE were proposed as early as 2011 and brought into the testing phase in 2022 [19, 42, 58]. WASE Short Message Protocol (WSMP) is one protocol from the WASE protocol suite that provides support for blockchain messages, authentication, and keep-alive operations.

**LoRa technology to communicate between substations.** LoRa is a low-power and high-range data communication protocol, used primarily in the physical and data-link layers of the network stack. Gateway transmitter height is 100 meters, and the height of the receivers at all substations is set at 10 meters. This allows a maximum range of 20 kilometers between a gateway transmitter and a substation with a LoRa receiver. Authentication in LoRa is on the application layer protocols making use of it, in this case the WASE protocol suite. WASE involves end-to-end encryption, authentication, and identification of all endpoints, SCADA masters, and SCADA devices.

**LoRa technology between smart meters and substations.** Smart meters send their reading information to the prescribed substation directly using LoRa. The substation sends back demand-response signals to the smart meter, asking it to turn off specific equipment in houses, depending on the cost of power at that time of the day.

**WAVE technology between electric cars and smart meters.** The WAVE protocol is a vehicle-to-vehicle protocol, which is used to coordinate traffic in self-driving cars. The WASE protocol suite is used for vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, such as coordinating payments, maps, and charging electric vehicles. The WASE protocol suite addresses issues of authentication and identification for vehicles that continuously move and need to authenticate to new networks to continue performing operations seamlessly.

**Adoption of the blockchain to perform state estimation.** DNP3 slaves are connected to actuators and sensors, gathering power system measurements directly. These measurements are...
then passed on to the DNP3 Master. The Inter Control Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) is used to transmit this data between the control stations. ICCP is set up as a client-server mechanism, with a control center communicating its state values to another control center via a server. In light of the 2020 browning, NERC decided to try and avoid any single point of failure, and advocated for the use of blockchain to replace the ICCP protocol as a part of the WASE standard. A control center now broadcasts a message with: a unique transaction identifier, the data portion, the sender ID, the recipient ID, the length field, and a signature script containing the public key and the signature hash. SCADA masters verify and mine these messages. The slaves only validate the recipients and perform the setpoint changes as ordered.

These advances revolutionized the grid, even paving the way for the reconfigurable grid as we know it.

2.6 The Reconfigurable Grid

Some consumer “smart grids’ were attempted in the early-2000s but had management difficulties as the smart meters, smart appliances, alternative energy generation and electric cars had different or too simple a set of protocols. Utilities and consumers were also looking at conflicting goals: the utilities were looking for ways to better control peak demand, while consumers were looking for ways to control the amount and cost of electricity used. An example of this type of failure was the “Smart Grid City” concept started in 2008 by Xcel Energy in Boulder, Colorado, where cost overruns caused by betting on wired versus wireless technology, incompatible hardware, and a mismatch between utility and customer goals caused the project to be abandoned by 2014 [2, 33].

One early-century trend that continued was the incorporation of renewable generation into the smart grid. Driven by falling hardware costs and a desire to minimize power disruptions, many consumers began installing solar panels, power walls, and other hardware to generate and store power locally for use when the larger grid was unavailable. This push for distributed, renewable generation was so widespread that it allowed North America to reach its goal of drawing 50% of its power from non-carbon sources by 2025 as set by the United States, Canada, and Mexico at the “Three Amigos” Summit [52]. However, the introduction of so many generation sites and the need to coordinate their actions in the event of an outage required the industry to rethink its reliance on wired technology.

Wireless protocols accelerated the rise of the reconfigurable grid, where microgrids can be created in units as small as one house up to large neighborhoods. The push by NERC to have better interoperability standards allowed utilities and homes to tailor power needs based on demand and cost. Taking a cue from late-twentieth-century systems that allowed utilities to disconnect business customers with co-generation facilities from the grid in times of high demand, modern utility energy systems can rapidly interface with individual homes that have solar, wind, battery or even a charged electric car and have them “island” themselves for high demand periods. Areas with co-generation and groups of homes with excess power can communicate their energy needs or excess availability and band together to form larger islands until the demand spikes are over. Paradoxically, this was also the technology that pushed the country towards the Blackout of 2038.

2.7 Recap

The movement for formal verification and adoption of the WASE protocol suite has led to a grid that is reconfigurable, more efficient, more resilient, and theoretically more secure. However, the use of formally-verified code was a highly-targeted approach that did not address all of the security issues found within the power grid. Race conditions were eliminated as a threat to grid security, but other problems remained. The most critical problem was improper input handling, which had led to many industrial control system protocol vulnerabilities in the past [14]. This incomplete solution to grid security came back to haunt the United States.

3 THE BLACKOUT OF 2038

From March 29, 2038, to April 6, 2038, the world experienced the North American Blackout of 2038. A deluge of prose has been written on the impact of this event. Our effort, however, heeds a call from NERC in their recent whitepaper “The Cyber Kill Chain for the North American Blackout of 2038 [13]”. NERC seeks suggestions from the academic community on how to prevent such an attack from ever occurring again. In short, after performing an analysis of the events culminating in the blackout, we suggest a permanent fix to these troublesome bugs: the implementation of LangSec.

Broadly, the Blackout of 2038 can be disaggregated into five steps: intrusion into the IT network; compromise of over 75% of the WASE devices; modification of setpoint values of compromised WASE devices; reversion to fallback legacy systems; and subversion of the legacy systems, resulting in a second nationwide blackout a single hour after power was restored.

3.1 The Intrusion

On January 19th, 2038, attackers gained access to the virtual private network of New Hampshire Utilities through a phishing attack. The adversaries spent approximately two months on reconnaissance, discovering which devices were on the OT network and the operational parameters of these devices. The adversaries also observed network traffic to determine which protocols were used, how they functioned, and what features were used.

3.2 The Takedown Bug

In part a response to the Texas Brownout of 2020, NERC mandated that all utility companies use the open source implementation of the WASE protocol suite, which was available as an IEEE standard. Building on this publicly-available resource, with additional inspiration taken from the 2014 Heartbleed bug [20], the adversary figured out how to send malformed WASE ping requests to SCADA masters on the network—i.e., the Ping of Darkness.

Ping of Darkness. The WASE protocol ping message is an optional feature used by several SCADA devices to keep their connections to the SCADA masters awake when there is no other traffic. The protocol is simple; it involves the SCADA master sending a ping message with a payload to make sure the device is awake. The client sends back a response with the same payload. The connection
The adversary does reconnaissance. They discover which devices are on the OT network and they observe traffic to better understand the WASE protocol.

The adversary gains access to the virtual private network of New Hampshire Utilities.

January 19 (2 PM) - March 29 (1 AM) - April 1 (9 AM) - April 4 (11 PM) - April 6 (7 AM)

The adversary constructs and sends malformed packets to take over more than 75% of SCADA devices on the smart grid.

The adversary sends a shutdown command to all the SCADA devices. Everything disconnects and a national blackout ensues.

Grid operators rapidly work to get the fallback system up and running.

The adversary exploits a DNP3 vulnerability and takes down the fallback system. The grid shuts down for all of North America and some of Canada.

NERC finally provides a patched version of the WASE implementation to all grid operators.

Grid operators work to get SCADA devices back up and functioning correctly.

The power grid is back up and running.

3.3 Falling Back to Legacy Systems

An emergency Grid Resiliency Task Force was called into action to help decipher how the attack happened. The group split into two teams, one investigating the cause of the WASE protocol crash, and the other focused on reviving the dormant legacy systems (i.e., those using DNP3, Modbus, and IEC 61850 from prior to the 2024 revamp).

Figure 4: Blackout of 2038 - Timeline of Key Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>WSMP ID</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Ping Message Type: Request or Response</th>
<th>WASE Ping Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Length field set to 4294967044 bytes

15 00 00 ab b7 01 ff ff ff 04

77 61 73 65

Actual length of string "wase" is 4 bytes

Figure 6: The Ping of Darkness exploit, showing how an unvalidated length field, can force the receiver to send bytes from the stack. This is an example of a buffer over-read bug.

The length field, although accepted, was never validated with the length of the text. For example, a message with the length field set to 4294967044 bytes, and the payload to a four character string, "wase", leads to the SCADA device sending back "wase" followed by bytes from the stack totalling 4294967040. Figure 6 shows an example of this packet.

On March 29, 2038, attackers leveraged the Ping of Darkness to control more than three-quarters of the 11,567 SCADA masters on the smart grid. However, because SCADA masters were also involved in mining and verification of blocks, and the attackers controlled such a large portion of the WASE blockchain network, they are able to suppress successful blocks from other legitimate and uncompromised SCADA masters. The attackers then sent setpoint commands to open all breakers which where SCADA devices. This event caused a cascading failure.

Figure 5: WSMP packet format with length fields in bytes.
Grid operators traversed blockchain transactions to understand what setpoints were modified in all of the devices. Upon completion, operators learned that each transaction had to be reverted manually before switching to the backup system. Grid operators wanted to ensure that the bug would not recur and were exhaustive in their tests.

Three days after the blackout, grid operators successfully revived the legacy systems. At this point, the grid was operational. NERC promised to deliver a patched version of WASE by April 1, 2038.

3.4 Takedown 2.0: Attacks on DNP3 systems

Unfortunately, prior to NERC’s patch, the attackers were able to bring to life a demo conducted by Adam Crain and Chris Sistrunk in 2014, showing how several implementations of DNP3 had many input-handling vulnerabilities [14]. Because the attackers already had access to the VPN of New Hampshire Utilities, they could craft packets to DNP3 SCADA masters from the control center. This allowed the attackers to perform denial of service attacks, causing another cascading failure throughout the country.

Specifically, SEL-2241, SEL-3505, and SEL-3530 RTAC master devices throughout the network were subject to a particular crafted packet attack [15]. These devices did not validate user data correctly, and when packets were sent with only the DNP3 link-layer headers, the SEL implementations of DNP3 went into an infinite loop expecting more data. This loop crashed most SCADA masters. Scripts left by the attackers continuously sent these payloads, meaning that when grid operators restarted the devices, they immediately crashed again due to this input-handling bug.

4 RETROSPECTION: TOWARD A COMPLETE SOLUTION

In this section, we discuss the limitations of formal verification, prescribe an approach to constraining and verifying properties of the input language grounded in LangSec, and highlight the importance of resilient fallback mechanisms.

4.1 Formal Verification is Not Sufficient

Formal verification can be a valuable tool in securing the power grid, but it is by no means a panacea. Its value is predicated on the correctness of the underlying assumptions embedded in the formal specification upon which it relies. To provide desirable properties of a real-world implementation it is necessary, but may not be sufficient, to acknowledge and prove the correctness of assumptions, e.g., pre-conditions in the formal specification must hold, post-conditions must truly represent a correct state, the formal specification must map correctly to the real-world implementation, and real-world physical quirks must be acknowledged. This may further be compounded by user error. Indeed, such limitations have been acknowledged in the past. For example, Hall [31] debunked the myth that “formal methods can guarantee that software is perfect.” In practice today, there is an unwarranted amount of trust placed in formal verification.

The Ping of Darkness, and the bugs in the fallback DNP3 systems, were both primarily due to a lack of memory safety. In 2017, Bhargavan et al. presented a tool to translate F star (F*) code to a well-behaved subset of C and prove memory safety [51]. F star is a general purpose programming language aimed at program verification. This research also showed that the cryptographic libraries built using these tools were resilient to not only memory attacks, but also some side channel attacks. The adoption and usability of such tools in production has, however, been slow. Most systems making use of verification in the last ten years focused on modeling the system, and verifying properties like race conditions—but properties of the code directly, like in the work by Bhargavan et al., has not reached high adoption [51].

We stress that these limitations are not simply theoretical concerns—misapplication of formal verification happens in practice. For one example, in 2017, Fonseca et al. found buggy implementations of formally verified distributed systems arising from unenforced assumptions [26]. Eight of the sixteen bugs were input-handling bugs, which could have been avoided by implementing a parser that formalizes and codifies the assumptions on the input to be accepted by the program. Twenty one years later, we are running into a similar set of problems.

Even with formal verification becoming a standard part of the software development cycle in many companies, we still have a prevalence of input-handling bugs. In 2025, an in-depth survey of CVEs revealed at least 60% of reported bugs are related to poor input-handling. “This number is assuredly higher, since a substantial number of CVEs still do not provide enough details to classify the causing error” [53].

To improve the security of the power grid, we must acknowledge and understand the limitations of formal verification. This does not mean we should abandon formal verification altogether. Instead, we should responsibly apply formal verification and supplement it with other techniques. Notably, LangSec provides essential tools built upon a sound theoretical foundation to avert vulnerabilities such as the Ping of Darkness.

4.2 Language-theoretic Security

To mitigate blackout-inducing events like the ones above, we must go beyond formal verification and revisit both the specifications and the implementations of the protocols used for communication in SCADA networks. This idea, known as Language-theoretic Security [46, 54] or LangSec, focuses on identifying a secure subset of a protocol and ensuring that this subset is handled the same way across every input handler in the system. Figure 7 demonstrates how LangSec complements formal verification.

LangSec had been pushed as a solution in the early 2010s, and was shown to mitigate input-handling vulnerabilities in commonly-used protocols such as DNP3 [5], Modbus, and IEC 61850 [3]. However, the technique did not achieve widespread adoption, and the effort was abandoned after the introduction of WASE and the inclusion of formal verification.

Despite its lack of adoption, LangSec has been refined over the years to expand its protection capabilities. In addition to verifying the format of individual packets, LangSec can now examine both the data and metadata of a packet and assign it a “reputation score” to give the program an idea of whether or not the packet is trustworthy [32]. Tools have also been developed to make it easier to build LangSec parsers; for example, Apron [56] provides a simple drag-and-drop interface for constructing a parser with the existing
Hammer toolkit [1], while NailGun [40] can automatically generate a parser, unparsers, and fuzzer for a protocol based on the provided specification.

Before we discuss a LangSec parser specifically for the WSMP format, it will be helpful to show how LangSec may be applied to any protocol in a three-step process:

1. **Define a subset of the protocol grammar that is “no more complex than deterministic context-free”** [46]. Our goal here is to verify the safety and liveness properties of the protocol [41]; in other words, we want our parser to always come to an accept/reject decision and never accept any input that could compromise our system. While this sort of verification is undecidable in the general case, certain classes of languages (specifically, regular and non-deterministic context-free ones) are decidable and thus are amenable to proper formal verification [54]. Therefore, to satisfy this step we must identify a subset of our targeted protocol that satisfies this context-free restriction, and then produce a formal grammar that encapsulates this set. Performing this task is a largely manual effort and must be done for each protocol we target, but this work has already been done for legacy SCADA protocols, and only needs to be done once for WASE.

2. **Develop a formal parser for the secure protocol subset.** Once we define a secure protocol subset, we can turn to a tool such as TRX [37] to produce a formally-correct parser that satisfies the safety and liveness properties.

3. **Use this parser exclusively wherever this protocol is accepted as input.** To avoid issues arising from “mutually intelligible dialects” [54] of a protocol, we use the formal parser everywhere we handle this specific protocol, ensuring that each instance produces identical output when dealing with the same input. (Failing to do this can lead to malicious inputs being interpreted and displayed as legitimate ones, such as with CN fields in X.509 certificates [36].) This way, we know that malicious and incorrect input will be treated correctly no matter where the input is encountered.

In the case of the 2038 blackout, a proper LangSec parser would have blocked the Ping of Darkness by verifying that the actual length of the packet matched its advertised value. Once it detected a mismatch, the packet would have been immediately rejected, keeping it from reaching the vulnerable section of the program.

### 4.3 A LangSec Parser for the WSMP Format

We implement a preliminary parser for the vulnerable WSMP format making use of the Hammer parser combinator toolkit [1]. We first extract the grammar of the message formats by reading through the specification. The description of the grammar of the message formats need to be in a machine readable format, and not just in verbose text like in the specification of the WASE protocol. ASN.1 syntax was used in the past to describe the X.509 certificate syntax. Parser bugs continued to occur in several popular implementations of cryptographic libraries due to poor implementation of ASN.1 syntax. We propose the usage of a new machine readable syntax making use of the XML syntax. Our sample XML reference and source code for the WASE ping message can be found in Source Code 1. We perform CPU time analysis on our parser, and find that it runs in 27 µs, and only requires 8 lines of code. Therefore proving that in terms of both human effort and the CPU time, the parser does not add any significant, witness-able overhead to the implementations of WASE. Our experiments are performed on a legacy device - an octa-core Intel i7 CPU with 16 GiB RAM.

**Source Code 1: Our implementation of the WASE Ping parser in python, using the Hammer parser library [1].**

```python
def ping_parser():
    version = h._h_bits(8, True)
    wsmp_id = h.uint32()
    length = h.uint32()
    message_type = h.choice(h.token("\x01"), h.token("\x02"))
    payload = h._h_length_value(length, h.ch_range('a', 'z'))
    final = h.sequence(version, wsmp_id, message_type, payload)
    return final
```

**Figure 7:** On the left, we have a representation of formal verification: for input \( p \) and formally verified code block \( q \), output \( r \) is always produced. However, for any input \( \neg p \) the behavior of code \( q \) is not specified. On the right, we have a representation of formal verification with a LangSec parser. Only input that matches \( p \) is sent to code \( q \).
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4.4 Parser Deployment

The requirements of the power grid present numerous challenges to forking existing implementations of WASE. Reliance on legacy programs and devices, emphasis on availability, and minimizing downtime force us to think more about how we can manipulate program binaries or modify hardware.

However, readily-available tools such as secure conduits [18] may expedite this process. Secure conduits enable us to patch binaries dynamically by swapping the code for the old parser with a newer parser. Another technique is to push an update to the software switches to filter packets using the parser [45]. This would greatly minimize downtime, and the grid utility can push the update to a large number of these devices with ease.

Before the deployment of the parser, various implementations of the WASE protocol suite must be studied. This can be done by making use of a proxy, that would exhaustively validate packets in the network. This would give us a good sense of how well our parser is performing, and simulating attacks in this environment would give us a chance to understand the pitfalls of using such a parser. This approach has been used previously to identify malformed packets and determine which packets would trigger an attack on the DNP3 protocol endpoints [5].

Deploying LangSec parsers is cost-effective because they can prevent an entire class of input vulnerabilities from becoming dangerous exploits, thus reducing the likelihood of widespread blackouts in the future. The cost of these blackouts are staggering; for example, the North American Blackout is estimated to cost between $80 and $150 billion [25]. In contrast, the deployment cost of LangSec is marginal given the maturity of LangSec and the availability of deployment tools and techniques. This makes the decision to use LangSec parsers an obvious one.

4.5 Resiliency of Fallback Mechanisms

One of the fallacious paradigms floating around today’s security practices is that effective backup systems need not be rigorously tested. Indeed, the very idea of a backup is temporary—i.e., a stop-gap measure only intended to give the primary system enough breathing room to recover. The problem with this thinking is that poorly-secured backup systems can do more harm that good.

Consider the Blackout of 2038: The initial WASE vulnerability, though somewhat sophisticated, did not result in the catastrophic state of affairs following the DNP3 vulnerabilities. The attack was not at its worst when implemented in the first phase; the real damage resulted from the second phase.

What is more, although securing weak backup processes has received some attention in areas like OpenSSL (i.e., coercing a client to use an older version of TLS as opposed to a newer, more secure one) it is less common across the security field in general. Specifically, while NERC standardizes the availability of backup systems (see CIP-009 [11]), securing those systems is given scant attention. For example, CIP-009 rightly sets the standard for regularly practiced recovery plans. Unfortunately, it only demands that operators be able to maintain the system during backup [23, 59], a low bar that says little about how secure the system should be. Contrarily, if drills are executed on systems with known vulnerabilities, it should not be considered a success when a drill runs smoothly [61].

the right conditions, a “hidden menu” of vulnerabilities found in backup protocols is just as good as vulnerabilities found in primary protocols.

Here, again, LangSec could provide an answer. Researchers have demonstrated the effectiveness of protecting DNP3 legacy protocols several decades prior to our current state of affairs [3, 5]. Yet, as owed to the dearth of incentives, there is no attention, time, or finance given to these fallback systems.

4.6 Our Recommendations

Based on our analyses, we offer the following policy recommendations:

- As part of its CIP requirements, NERC should mandate the use of LangSec-compliant parsers. These parsers should be formally verified for memory safety and used for any primary or fallback protocols within power grid networks. The mandate may include penalties for utilities who remain non-compliant.
- All communication protocols used must include a machine-readable specification format. One possible candidate could be our XML-based specification format demonstrated in Section 4.3.
- To ease the burden on utilities, NERC should build and maintain tools offsetting the cost of ensuring security of backup protocols. For example, NERC could build and maintain a LangSec-compliant parser for the WASE protocol suite, and make it freely available to utilities and grid hardware providers (DNP3, IEC 61850, or others).
- Standards regarding recovery plans should not only require the availability and practice of recovery plans, but should also mandate the securing of backup protocols. Penetration testing is advised.
- Successful completion of a backup process must consider active adversaries during recovery mode. As the current example illustrates, a recovery plan involving DNP3 protocols should have identified DNP3’s weaknesses.

Had such recommendations been followed in the past, we believe the Blackout of 2038 would have been averted. Following them henceforth will prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

4.7 LangSec: The Future

As discussed earlier, LangSec has made significant usability strides in recent years, resulting in Apron and NailGun. Secure parsers are now available for most popular file formats and streaming formats as a part of the DARPA SafeDocs program [16]. One extension to the SafeDocs program could be to design a way of providing specifications for various formats in a machine-readable format. The SafeDocs program required a lot of reverse-engineering of existing proprietary formats to be able to build secure parsers. We expect this to standardize into a format akin to XML reference format like the one we specified for the WSMP format. With increasing adoption of encrypted databases, web applications are now performing simple operations on web applications using homomorphic encryption [49]. Securely parsing input that is encrypted using homomorphic encryption is also an unexplored problem.
We also note LangSec is applicable to a variety of domains for which it is currently not utilized; however, realizing LangSec’s potential requires a paradigm shift that begins with education. We must educate people about vulnerabilities arising from accepting bad input and the importance of validating input before processing it, teach them how to design protocols that avoid LangSec pitfalls, and show them how to use the tools LangSec provides to build secure parsers. These topics deserve coverage in computer science and computer security curricula. It would also be fruitful to cover LangSec into employee training for jobs involving protocol design, parser design, or, even coding in general. Additionally, as we have advocated for in the case of the smart grid, perhaps protocols and their implementations should be mandated to follow LangSec best practices.

While the Blackout of 2038 was absolutely devastating, it has provided us the opportunity to reflect. Just as the Texas Brownout of 2020 was instrumental in the adoption of formal verification to prevent race conditions, the Blackout of 2038 may provide the impetus to begin adopting LangSec both in the power grid and more broadly.

5 CONCLUSION
In the aftermath of the Blackout of 2038, many are left wondering what went wrong and what can be done to secure the grid. In this paper, we discussed these concerns by recounting recent grid developments, detailing the attack that led to the blackout, and advocating for solutions to secure the grid moving forward. In particular, LangSec provides a usable protocol design and implementation methodology that is key to hardening our nation’s infrastructure. LangSec would not only obviate the Ping of Darkness, the primary vulnerability that led to the blackout, but it would also protect against a host of other input vulnerabilities that are prohibitively costly to discover or address via other means. While we regret that LangSec was not utilized in the design and implementation of WASE, the Blackout of 2038 may provide an impetus to integrate LangSec into the next generation of industrial control system protocols.
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